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New: Caption Speed Customization
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We’ve made your captioning experience more customizable to fit your 
needs. A recent update to your ClearCaptions Phone includes a new 
option for changing the speed of captions as they appear on your screen. 
You can adjust the speed on the Home screen during a call or in the 
Settings section when you are not on a call. See how easy it is!

During a call: 

NEW: Tap the Speed button at the bottom of the screen to adjust how quickly captions will 
appear on the screen. (If these buttons are not visible, look for and tap Options.)

Choose from two Speed options available – Option A (current speed) and Option B (faster). Your 
captions will refresh before changing speed.

For example, if someone is speaking quickly, you want your captions to drop faster so you are not 
behind in the conversation. If someone is speaking more slowly, you may not need to speed up 
the speed of the captions and may want to use Option A. You may need to reduce the size of your 
font while using the faster caption speed.

Your selection will be saved for future calls until you change it again. Tap the Speed button again 
to change back to the option you started with.
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From the Settings Menu: 

To get started, from the HOME screen tap the SETTINGS icon and the SETTINGS menu will open.

On the SETTINGS menu find and tap the PHONE option to open the Phone Settings. 

On the PHONE settings find and tap the CAPTION SETTINGS option to open the options. Then tap 
Caption Display

Adjusting Speed

Choose from two Speed options available – Option A (current speed) and Option B (faster). Your 
selection will be saved for future calls until you change it again.

From here you can also adjust font size and color. 

Have questions? 
Contact our Customer Support Team at 866-868-8695 or support@clearcaptions.com.


